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«MY NAME IS MARINA, I LOVE KITCH, FLOWERS, 
STRASS AND TOO-MUCH.»

ABOUT

The Chabaux ‘s brand perfectly reflects the very eclectic 
and personal universe of the creator, Marina Munoz.

As a generation Y’s great representative, she draws her 
influences from all what surrounds her: the subcultures’ 
dynamics, Web v.2.0 and foreign cultures’ discovery. In 
few words keys, the brand would be: Girly, trash, poetics, 
kitsch, visual overdose, pattern and curiosity box.

The creator likes creating accidents between these 
inspirations. She always mixes and accumulates offset, 
and never without a touch of humor, thanks to the familiar 
and popular references.

The brand is made for a multiple faces’ girl, a childish 
woman or a femme fa- tale, wrongly retro, feminine and 
dashing at the same time. Chabaux’s world is cheerful and 
fanciful but, above all, resolutely singular.



POÉTIC

TRASH

FLORAL

BLING BLING

DYNAMIC

KITCH

GIRLY

SENSUAL

COLORFUL

PERSONAL WORLD



MANIFEST

1. FEMININE you will be

2. CHILD and FATAL you will be

3. Sense of HUMOR you will have

4. ONIRISM you will cultivate

5. POPULARS your icons will be

6. EPICURIENNE your life will be

7. STEREOTYPE you will mix

8. Your beauty canon the KITCH 
will be

9. In the TOO-MUCH your elegance 
will be



Book of inspiration for the Honey Moon Collection



Book of inspiration for the Honey Moon Collection





ORIGIN

Ernest Chabaux was a great colorist . He owned 
a painting shop where he created many colors, 
including a slightly bluish white called the «White 
Chabaux». 
Marina Munoz, designer of the brand, wanted to 
honor her grand father using is name. «Chabaux» 
sounds like an ode to the family, to love and colors.





EACH JEWEL IS MADED WITH 
CARE AND LOVE

WORKSHOP

Every single jewel is designed and handcrafted in our 
Parisian workshop. We focus on using high end materials 
and we favour european origin ( or « and we are committed 
to use materials from europe ). We work with noble 
materials such as gilding, pearls and Swarovski crystals.





COLLECTION 1

HONEY 
MOON

To the memory of this young, beautiful and subtle woman in this sexy year, 

year1969. Between acid colors, recently too short’s skirts and fluorescent cock- 

tails, she dreams about her future. A man puts his boot on the moon, from now 

on it’s the space that she imagines. Time goes by and the dream fades. Today, 

grandma is still hung on this thread which connects her with the Milky Way. 

And her former days’ future becomes reality: grandma and her embroidery’s 

companions begin their first space’s cruise.

In the bend of a comet, the meeting with aliens will be the highlight of all 

her desires. Her pearl’s necklace collides with the particles of space’s twinkling 

stars. In this new brilliant, colored and metallic universe, grandma gives way to 

her affectionate green. The assessment of this story : a colors, pearly, kitsch 

and elegant forms’ overdose.









C H E E K Y  C H R O N I C L E  O F  A  I L LU M I N AT E D  PA R T Y.

Exhilarated by the scents of dawn, She misleads into the pearly clearings. 

Cocktails of acidulous bouquets, Slick pearls,

She spreads mischief.

Elation of floral bloomings, Summer ornaments,

She fascinates.

Springtime’s glimmering scents, Pastel loops,

She sublimates.

She exalts herself, glow of an incomplete creation.

COLLECTION 2

GARDEN PARTY









Dear Diary,

Tonight, I had a strange dream. I ‘m walking on the beach on a summer eve-

ning. The wind is playing with the sand around my legs. I’m 14 and the weather 

is deliciously warm. We can hear the last single of Britney in the distance. It’s a 

sad song, the sky turns dark pink. A lush garden emerges through the beach to 

embraces the sea.  

I feel a great vibration all around me, almost like a hurricane. The supermoon is 

floating the sky, reflecting her beauty on the frothy water. The voice of Britney is 

heard louder through the surf of the waves.

Nature is growing all around me. I am on a kind of island paradise in the midst of a 

vast ocean. Flowers with a thousand colors and shapes bloom around me. The air 

is still softer. I feel a hand on my shoulder.

I turn slowly and come face to face with the singer. The music is still playing and 

she is very close to me. She smiles at me, kindly.

COLLECTION 3

FLOWER 
SUPERSTAR







WEB

www.chabaux.com

Zozotown Japan
www.zozo.jp

Onward Crosset
www.crosset.onward.co.jp
 
FRANCE

Printemps Haussman
64 Boulevard Haussmann
Paris 09, France 

Manufacture Pasteur
82 avenue Denfert Rochereau
Paris 14, France

Atelier ABR Paris
2 rue Titon
Paris 11, France

Cinq Design Art Shop
5 place du Champs Jacquet
Rennes, France

Auguste & Cocotte
16 rue Auguste Comte
Lyon 02, France

SHOPS

EUROPE

Elisa Mode
Südliche Mühchner Str.24
Grünwald, Germany

Luftschloss
Rothenburg 37
Münster, Germany 

WORLD

Coats of Arms
14 rue du Roi Osxar II
Gustavia, Saint Barth

Via Bus Stop
9-7-16 Akasaka, Minato,
Tokyo, Japan

Poesia
1st floor, Status-Shukugawa, 10-54, 
Kudegaya-cho, Nishinomiya
Hyogo, Japan

Ainee Studio
shop 221, 2/F, Melbourne Plaza, 
33 Queen’s rd central, Hong Kong, 
China

Miss Chin Chin
708 Tainan,
Taiwan, China



Contact

Marina Munoz

82 avenue Denfert Rochereau

75014 PARIS

+33 (0)6 43 36 50 85

contact@chabaux.com



C H A B A U X . C O M


